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“From Craftmanship to Craft-machine-ship”

Architecture and the 4th Industrial Revolution

BASIC VARIABLE MODULE & multiple possible configurations.

Design, in conjunction with an open-source 
platform and “maker culture,” has the power of 
being systematically shared, continuously 
improved, digitally distributed, and locally 
produced. 

Craftsmanship has evolved to crafts-machine-ship, 
rising design to a level of precision and efficiency 
no man could accomplish. 
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P-A, is the header piece that’s used to start 
and �nish assembling the pillar. In the 
post and beam construction method. 

V-I, the “Starter Beam”, is the main beam used in the �rst 
construction module. It has two oval shouldered halving at its 
ends, two -mirrored- scarf joints, and dovetail joints at 
regular intervals throughout the beam for the assembly of 
secondary beams. �ere are two variations for this beam 
V-I(R), V-I(L), and V-I(RL) which refers to the side of the 
beam where the dovetail joints are located, left, right or both.

Vg-P, Secondary Beam - Floor, this beams are used to 
assemble the �oor slab structure. �is piece is assembled by 
dovetail joints to the main beams (V-I and V-C).

Vg-C, Secondary Beam - Ceiling, this beams are used to 
assemble the ceiling structure. �e only di�erence with Vg-P is 
its dimension as this beam is not required to support the 
structural load of a slab. Same as Vg-P this piece is assembled 
by dovetail joints to the main beams (V-I and V-C).

V-C, it’s the “Growth Beam”, piece that’s used in the following 
modules after the initial module is built. �is piece allows the 
structure to grow horizontally in both axis. �is piece only has 
one oval shouldered halving and two scarf joints -not 
mirrored-. Similar to V-I this piece has the dove tail side 
variations V-C(R),V-C(L), and V-C(RL)

P-B is the part that when assembled with 
P-A makes the cruciform pillar. �is part 

has two oval shouldered halving at its 
ends, and two central halving. �is part 
it’s only used at ground level, for upper 

�oors P-D is used. 

P-C is the part that when connected with 
P-B allows for the structure to grow 

vertically. �is part has two central halving 
at its ends, and one oval shouldered 

halving in the middle. For one level only 
structures, you don’t need this piece, and 

P-A is used instead as the top header piece.

P-D, is the piece that follows P-B same 
axis but used for top �oors. Di�ering from 

P-B  this piece has only one oval 
shouldered halving.
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